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Abstract—A sequence of composable network functions con-
stitutes a service function chain (SFC). Network function vir-
tualization and software-defined networking have made SFCs
feasible. With SFCs, a fundamental security requirement is that
traffic, directed to traverse a path of network functions, actually
follows the specified path. Current path validation enables path
enforcement and verification, with on-path nodes able to verify
that packets have indeed traversed the specified path. However,
there is a problem — on-path service nodes, that implement
network functions, might modify packets, whereas current path
validation techniques do not allow packet modification.

We propose SERVNET, a path validation scheme which sup-
ports authenticated packet modification. SERVNET uses a cryp-
tographic primitive called chameleon hash function which allows
packet modification without changing its associated hash value.
To the best of our knowledge, SERVNET is the first work on
path validation that allows authenticated packet modification by
designated nodes.

Index Terms—Path validation, packet authentication, packet
modification, chameleon hash functions, service function chains.

I. INTRODUCTION

Path validation [1] enforces and verifies a network path.
Packets originating from a source node S should traverse via
a specified path to reach a destination node D. Any node
present on that path can validate that packets have followed
the specified path.

A source node embeds the path (e.g., a sequence of IP
addresses of the on-path nodes) in packet-headers, such that an
on-path node can forward packets to the specified node as well
as verify that packets have followed the specified path. Current
path validation schemes [2]–[7] enable path verification by
computing and embedding in packet-headers cryptographic au-
thenticators that can be verified by downstream on-path nodes.
Packet authentication allows every on-path node to verify
whether any of its upstream nodes has modified packets sent
by S. A hash digest generated using the packet-payload and
selected sections of the packet-header (e.g., embedded paths)
is included in the authenticators, so that path authentication
fails if the packet is modified.

This is the accepted version of the paper published in the IEEE
International Conference on Communications (ICC), 2022 (the fi-
nal published version of this paper is available at IEEE Xplore:
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9839174).

With the advent of network function virtualization and
software-defined networking, service function chaining [8] has
become feasible. A service function chain (SFC) is a sequence
of composable virtual network functions. Network functions
include services, such as network address translation, firewall,
load balancing, deep packet inspection, data compression
and intrusion detection, which were traditionally deployed
on proprietary hardware, but increasingly being deployed on
software. An SFC consists of nodes, that realize network
functions (we call them service nodes), along with conven-
tional routers connecting the service nodes (we call them
forwarding nodes). Some network functions modify packets.
For example, a load balancer or network address translator
(NAT) modifies certain IP addresses/ports in packet-headers.
Deep packet inspection (DPI) performs in-depth inspection of
packet-headers as well as packet-payloads. As a significant
percentage of the current web traffic is encrypted [9], DPI is
becoming an acceptable practice to inspect encrypted traffic.
DPI requires decryption, inspection and re-encryption resulting
in modified packets [10]. Even if packets are not encrypted,
network functions might provide services such as compressing
payloads. The emerging trend of in-network computing [11]
enables computing within a network, which also modifies
packets. We note that packet modifications are dynamic — the
source node does not know beforehand the exact modification
the service nodes perform on its packets.

Since service nodes in SFCs might modify packets, current
path validation techniques will fail. Packet authentication
and (dynamic) packet modification, in the context of path
validation, appear contradictory — which makes this problem
challenging and its solution non-obvious. Despite being a
practical problem, it has not been addressed, to the best of
our knowledge. Our major contributions are:

• We design a path validation scheme called SERVNET
which enables dynamic packet modification along with
packet authentication.

• SERVNET allows specified on-path service nodes to
perform authenticated packet modification. We use
chameleon hash functions [12], a novel cryptographic
construct, which enables an entity with a trapdoor (i.e., a
secret key) to find collisions for a given hash value (i.e.,
to change a message without changing its hash digest).

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9839174


• We analyze the security and performance of SERVNET.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK

A. Overview of Path Validation

Given two nodes S and D in a network, a network path P
from S to D is a sequence of n on-path nodes identified by
their respective node-identifiers N1, N2, N3, . . . , Nn−1, Nn,
where N1 = S is the source node, Nn = D is the destination
node, and N2, N3, . . . , Nn−1 are called intermediate nodes.
The on-path nodes, which can modify packets, are called
service nodes (we assume that both S and D are service
nodes); and other (intermediate) on-path nodes, which only
connect the service nodes, are called forwarding nodes. For
each i ∈ [2, n], the node Ni−1 is the predecessor of Ni on
P (and N1, N2, . . . , Ni−1 are called its upstream nodes). For
each i ∈ [1, n− 1], the node Ni+1 is the successor of Ni on
P (and Ni+1, Ni+2, . . . , Nn are called its downstream nodes).
For two nodes Ni and Nj , we use Ni − Nj (and Ni ∼ Nj)
to denote a link (and a path) between them.

A path validation scheme [1]–[3] must satisfy two proper-
ties: path enforcement and path verification. Path enforcement
directs packets to take a specific and predetermined path P
from the source node S to the destination node D. Path
verification allows each on-path node to verify if packets
have indeed followed P . Path validation schemes also support
packet authentication [3], [6] where every on-path node can
verify that no on-path node has modified the packet originally
transmitted by S.

In our work, designated on-path service nodes can modify
packets. Thus, in our context, the notion of packet authentica-
tion requires the on-path nodes to check whether a packet has
been modified only by specified on-path service nodes.

B. Related Work

Existing path validation schemes [2]–[7], [13] typically
involve computing authenticators (or proofs) and embedding
them in the packets-headers. Each on-path node validates
proof(s) generated by upstream nodes and generates proof(s)
for downstream nodes. Successful validation of these proofs
ensures that the packets have traversed the specified path. Path
validation schemes generate the proofs in two ways.

ICING [2] requires each pair of on-path nodes to share a
secret session key. Each node computes and embeds a proof
for each of its downstream nodes using its respective session
key. When the packet reaches a downstream node, it uses the
same session key to validate the proof. Thus, ICING needs
O(n2) session keys, and each node in ICING has to generate
and/or validate total O(n) proofs.

OPT (Optimal Path Trace) [3] requires the source node S
to share a session key with each on-path node. These O(n)
session keys are chosen by the respective on-path nodes and
sent to the source node. S computes a proof for each on-path
node using its session key and embeds it in the packet-header.
Thus, S generates O(n) proofs, whereas each other on-path
node generates and/or validates total O(1) proofs. [4]–[7],
including SERVNET, use similar techniques. OSV [4] achieves

faster path validation than OPT using orthogonal sequences.
EPIC [7] provides the guarantees of path authorization along
with path validation. PrivNPV [6] achieves path privacy and
index privacy in the context of path validation. Atlas [5]
addresses multi-path validation where packets can be sent
along multiple paths between S and D. A detailed survey
of path validation schemes is available in [1].

[14] and [15] present techniques to detect path deviation in
an SFC. However, both of them neither handle (authenticated)
packet modification nor provide all the security guarantees of
path validation (which include detection of path deviation as
well). [14] also involves expensive pairing operations.

To include path validation information in packets, OPT [3]
uses an additional header field called OPT header, along with
existing IP header and TCP header, in packet-headers. [14]
uses a special header, Network Service Header (NSH) [16]
specifically designed for an SFC, to store such information.
SERVNET will use similar packet-header fields to include path
validation information.

C. Chameleon Hash Functions

A chameleon hash function CH consists of three algorithms
KeyGen, HashEval and CollFind [12], [17].
• The algorithm CH.KeyGen generates a secret key u and

the corresponding public key v.
• Given a message, the algorithm CH.HashEval computes

its hash using the public key v.
• Given a hash value for some message m, the algorithm

CH.CollFind uses the secret key u to find a collision (i.e.,
another message m′ with the same hash value).

Without the knowledge of the secret key u, CH acts as
a conventional collision-resistant hash function (where it is
hard to find a collision). As some chameleon hash functions
(e.g., [17]) suffer from the key-exposure problem (given a
collision for a hash value, one can extract the secret key),
we use a key-exposure free chameleon hash function [12].

III. CRYPTOGRAPHIC SETUP IN SERVNET

SERVNET uses OPT [3] as the foundational path validation
technique. SERVNET embeds an authentication field, that we
call updatable authentication field (UAF), in a packet-header
(which is initialized by the source node S with a certain value
and later updated by each on-path node using its session key).
Initially, S computes a chain of authentication fields using the
respective session keys at its end. Based on the authentication
field that will be later received by an on-path node from its
predecessor, S computes a validation field (proof) for that
node using its session key and embeds it in the packet-
header. If the authentication field received by a node is not
correct, the verification of its validation field fails. As each
of the authentication fields (UAFs) is computed using the
authentication field of the respective predecessor node, these
UAF values are chained and a single invalid UAF makes the
validation fields of all downstream nodes invalid.

For packet authentication, a short digest of the packet
is included in each validation field, so as to detect packet



modification. In order to enable on-path service nodes to
perform authenticated packet modification, SERVNET uses a
chameleon hash function [12] where the service nodes can
alter the packet in such a way that the digest of the modified
packet remains the same — which makes the validation fields
of all downstream nodes still valid with respect to the changed
packet. In this section, we discuss the cryptographic setup in
SERVNET and then describe SERVNET in Section IV.

A. Long-Term Key Assignment in SERVNET

Let p = 2q + 1 be a prime, where q is also a prime. Let
G = 〈g〉 be the multiplicative subgroup of Z∗p consisting of
the quadratic residues modulo p.1 Thus, G is of order q and g
generates G. Let PP = (p, q, g) be the public parameter. Each
node is assigned a unique secret key-public key pair (u, v),
where the secret key u is chosen from [1, q − 1] uniformly at
random and the public key is set to v = gu mod p. This key
assignment is the same as that described in [12].

B. Cryptographic Primitives Used in SERVNET

SERVNET employs three collision-resistant hash functions
H1 : {0, 1}∗ → S, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → D and H3 : {0, 1}∗ → K,
where S, D and K are the respective output spaces.
SERVNET uses a chameleon hash function CH [12] defined

over the group G. We assume that each algorithm of CH takes
implicitly the public parameter PP = (p, q, g) as an input. We
omit CH.KeyGen here and assume that nodes use long-term
secret/public keys to perform CH.CollFind/CH.HashEval.
CH.HashEval takes a public key v, a message mc and a
pair of randomness values (rc, sc) ∈ Zq × Zq as input, and
outputs a hash value hc = CH.HashEval(v,mc, rc, sc) =
rc − (vecgsc mod p) mod q, where ec = H(mc||rc) for a
hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Zq . So, anyone with a message-
randomness tuple (mc, rc, sc) can evaluate hc using v. On
the other hand, given a secret key u, a hash value hc and an
arbitrary message m′c, CH.CollFind chooses a random value
k′c ∈ [1, q − 1], and computes r′c = hc + (gk

′
c mod p) mod q,

e′c = H(m′c||r′c) and s′c = (k′c − e′cu) mod q, such that hc =
CH.HashEval(v,mc, rc, sc) = CH.HashEval(v,m′c, r′c, s′c)
for the public key v corresponding to u. In other words,
CH.CollFind(u, hc,m′c) returns a pair of randomness values
(r′c, s

′
c), such that a collision occurs in the hash value hc.

SERVNET also uses a secure message authentication code
MAC for message authenticity [18]. MAC takes a message
m and a symmetric secret key sk, and outputs a MAC value
(i.e., a short digest). For a secure MAC, one cannot generate
(without having sk) the MAC value for a message m, unless
that value is available already.

IV. A SERVNET SESSION

A source node S in SERVNET sets up a session to send
packets to a destination node D. A SERVNET session estab-
lished between S and D involves a specified path P consisting

1Given a positive integer p, Zp is the set of integers modulo p. Z∗p is
the subset of Zp whose elements are coprime to p. Given another positive
integer a with gcd(a, p) 6= 1, a is called a quadratic residue modulo p if
a ≡ y2 mod p for some y ∈ Z∗p.

  

Fig. 1: The initial structures of packets — (a) a setup-packet
Ps and (b) a payload-packet Pp — that the source node S
constructs and transmits along the path P .

of a sequence of on-path nodes. SERVNET enables each of
these nodes to validate P . A SERVNET session is stateful
in that each on-path node stores certain information for that
particular session. A session consists of an initial setup phase
and a payload-forwarding phase. In the setup phase, the ses-
sion information (e.g., path, session-identifier) is disseminated
among the on-path nodes using a single setup-packet. Related
information, to be later used in the payload-forwarding phase,
is stored by the respective on-path nodes. Upon completion
of a successful setup phase (as acknowledged by D), S sends
regular packets with payloads (we call them payload-packets
in order to distinguish them from a setup-packet) to D.

Setup phase. The source node S transmits a setup-packet Ps

(shown in Fig. 1(a)) to establish a path P , a session-identifier
ids and the session keys to be shared with other on-path nodes
(including the destination D). The path P from S to D is a
sequence of n (say) nodes identified by the node-identifiers
N1, N2, . . . , Nn−1, Nn, where S = N1 and D = Nn. Let n
be the number of service nodes (including S and D). We index
them by i1, i2, . . . , in ∈ [1, n], where i1 = 1 and in = n.

Fig. 2 shows the steps that on-path nodes follow in the
setup phase. At a high level, each on-path node establishes a
secret session key shared only with the source node S (see
Eqn. 1 and Eqn. 2). For path validation of the setup-packet
Ps, S computes a chain of authentication fields (UAFs) for the
sequence of nodes on P . It generates an array V of validation
fields for the on-path nodes based on these UAF values and
embeds V in the packet-header (see Fig. 1(a)). Each on-path
node Ni later validates the path by checking its validation field
V [i] using the UAF value received from Ni−1 and the session
key ski. On successful verification, Ni updates UAF = UAFi

(computed using ski) in Ps and sends it to Ni+1. As the
computation of each UAF value requires the session key of the
corresponding node and the received UAF value, an incorrect
UAF value makes all subsequent UAF values incorrect (which



Source node. The source node S computes a unique session-identifier
ids = H1(S||D||T ) for a given destination node D, where T is the
current timestamp. For the current SERVNET session, S constructs and
transmits the setup-packet Ps as follows.
− For each node Ni (where i ∈ [2, n]), S computes the session key

ski ← H3((v
u1
i mod p)||ids), (1)

where u1 is the secret key of S and vi = gui mod p is the public
key of Ni.

− Let P be the path to be enforced. Suppose I = i1||i2|| · · · ||in
contains the ordered indices of the service nodes on P . S constructs
a string σ1 = P||I||ids||T and computes a digest σ2 = H2(σ1).

− S generates a chain of updatable authentication fields (UAFs) and
an array V containing n validation fields as follows. S computes
UAF1 = MACskn (σ2) and V [1] = MACskn (σ2||UAF1). Then,
for each intermediate node Ni (where i ∈ [2, n− 1]), S computes
the successive values UAFi = MACski

(UAFi−1) and V [i] =
MACski

(σ2||UAFi−1). For the destination node D, S computes
V [n] = MACskn (σ2||UAFn−1).

− S forms the setup-packet Ps as follows. Ps includes σ1, an
updatable authentication field (whose value is initialized to UAF =
UAF1) and the array V (whose elements are computed in the
previous step) (see Fig. 1(a)). We note that, as UAF values are
chained (i.e., they depend on the previous values) and validation
fields are computed using these UAF values, a single invalid UAF
value forwarded by a possibly malicious node makes the validation
fields of all downstream nodes invalid.

− Finally, S forwards Ps to its successor node N2 on P .

Other on-path nodes. Each on-path node Ni (for i ∈ [2, n]) processes
the setup-packet Ps received from its predecessor node Ni−1 as follows.

− Ni parses the string σ1 as P||I||ids||T and checks whether ids
?
=

H1(S||D||T ). It checks if H2(σ1) is equal to σ2 embedded in Ps.
− Ni computes the session key

ski ← H3((v
ui
1 mod p)||ids), (2)

where ui is the secret key of Ni and v1 = gu1 mod p is the public
key of the source node S = N1. We note that the session key ski
is same as that computed by S in Eqn. 1, since both of them are
derived from the same values of vui

1 ≡ v
u1
i ≡ gu1ui (mod p).

− Suppose Ni has received the setup-packet Ps, with the UAF value
UAF = UAFi−1, from its predecessor Ni−1 on P . Ni uses ski
to compute MACski

(σ2||UAFi−1) and checks if this MAC value
is equal to V [i]. If they are equal, Ni is convinced that each of the
previous on-path nodes has computed its UAF value correctly.

− If any of the verifications mentioned above fails, Ni drops Ps and
aborts. Otherwise, Ni stores (ids, ski, wi), where wi is the largest
index j < i present in I. It then performs one of the following steps.

– If i = n (i.e., if Ni is the destination node D), then Ni sends
S a message acknowledging a successful setup phase for the
current session identified by ids.

– If i ∈ [2, n− 1] (i.e., if Ni is an intermediate node), then Ni

updates the UAF value embedded in Ps as UAF = UAFi =
MACski

(UAFi−1) and sends the updated Ps to its successor
node Ni+1 on P .

Fig. 2: Setup phase in a SERVNET session.

in turn makes all the corresponding validation fields invalid).

Payload-forwarding phase. In this phase, the source node S
sends payload-packets along P established in the setup phase.
Let payloadc denote the initial payload embedded in the
payload field of such a packet Pp (shown in Fig. 1(b)). In
the course of traversal, this payload may be modified by any
of the n service nodes Ni1 , Ni2 , . . . , Nin . Fig. 3 shows the
steps that the on-path nodes follow in the payload-forwarding
phase. For simplicity of description, we assume that an on-

Source node. Given P, I,ids, T and payloadc, the source node S
processes a payload-packet Pp as follows.
− S constructs a string σ′1 = P||ids||T . Then, S takes the mes-

sage mc = σ′1||payloadc and a pair of randomness values
(rc, sc) ∈ Zq×Zq , and computes the chameleon hash value σ′2 =
CH.HashEval(v1,mc, rc, sc) = rc − (vec1 gsc mod p) mod q
as a short digest, where v1 is the public key of S = N1 and
ec = H(mc||rc).

− S generates a chain of updatable authentication fields (UAFs) and
an array V containing n validation fields as follows. S computes
UAF1 = MACskn (σ

′
2) and V [1] = MACskn (σ

′
2||UAF1). Then,

for each intermediate node Ni (where i ∈ [2, n− 1]), S computes
the successive values UAFi = MACski

(UAFi−1) and V [i] =
MACski

(σ′2||UAFi−1). For the destination node D, S computes
V [n] = MACskn (σ

′
2||UAFn−1).

− S forms the payload-packet Pp as follows. Pp includes σ′1, an
updatable authentication field (whose value is initialized to UAF =
UAF1), the array V (whose elements are computed in the previous
step), the short digest σ′2 and the randomness values (r = rc, s =
sc) (see Fig. 1(b)). Similar to the setup phase, a single invalid UAF
value forwarded by a possibly malicious node makes the validation
fields of all downstream nodes invalid.

− Finally, S forwards Pp to its successor node N2 on P .

Other on-path nodes. Each on-path node Ni (for i ∈ [2, n]) processes the
payload-packet Pp received from its predecessor node Ni−1 as follows.
− Ni parses σ′1 embedded in Pp as P||ids||T . Let j = wi be the

index of the last service node traversed by the packet (this value was
stored by Ni during the setup phase). Ni retrieves payloadc =
payload and the pair of randomness values (rc = r, sc = s) from
Pp. It then takes the message mc = σ′1||payloadc and evaluates
the chameleon hash value CH.HashEval(vj ,mc, rc, sc) = rc −
(vecj gsc mod p) mod q, where ec = H(mc||rc). It then checks
whether this hash value is equal to σ′2 embedded in Pp.

− Suppose Ni has received the payload-packet Pp, with the UAF
value UAF = UAFi−1, from its predecessor node Ni−1 on P .
Ni uses the session key ski to compute MACski

(σ′2||UAFi−1)
and checks if this MAC value is equal to V [i]. If they are equal, Ni

is convinced that each of the previous on-path nodes has computed
its UAF value correctly. We note that, given the service node Nj ,
it is not possible, without the knowledge of uj , to get a collision in
the hash value σ′2 for a different message. Thus, the payload must
have been modified by the last service node Nj present in I.

− If any of the verifications mentioned above fails, Ni drops Pp.
Otherwise, Ni performs one of the following steps.

– If Ni is an (intermediate) service node, it computes a new
payload payload′c to be included in Pp. It then sets
m′c = σ′1||payload′c and computes a pair of randomness
values (r′c, s

′
c) by running CH.CollFind(ui, σ′2,m

′
c), such

that CH.HashEval(vi,m′c, r′c, s′c) = σ′2 (see Section III-B).
Ni updates UAF = UAFi = MACski

(UAFi−1), r = rc,
s = sc and payload = payload′c in Pp. Finally, Ni sends
the updated packet Pp to its successor node Ni+1 on P .

– If Ni is a forwarding node, Ni updates the UAF value in the
payload-packet Pp as UAF = UAFi = MACski

(UAFi−1)
and sends the updated Pp to its successor node Ni+1 on P .

Fig. 3: Payload-forwarding phase in a SERVNET session.

path service node can change payloadc to payload′c in an
authenticated manner. We can ensure the authenticity of the
selected sections of the packet-header, that only the service
nodes should be able to modify, by including these parts in
the computation of mc and m′c so that they are also included
in the digest σ′2. We note that the on-path node Ni checks the
authenticity of a packet using the public key vj (for j = wi) of
the last service node traversed. Any other on-path node cannot
modify the packet, without knowing the secret key uj , in such



a way that σ′2 remains the same (when computed using vj).
The digest σ′2 is in turn used to verify the validation field V [i]
with the help of ski. This enables packet authentication along
with path validation in SERVNET.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

SERVNET assumes that the source node S, the destination
node D and other on-path service nodes (that modify packets)
in a session are honest. An attacker can compromise other on-
path nodes (i.e., the forwarding nodes) in the sense that these
nodes might be malicious and mount attacks individually or
by colluding with each other [19]. SERVNET defends against
the following attacks.

• In SERVNET, an illicit packet alteration by a forwarding
node is prevented using σ2 and σ′2. The digest σ2 (or σ′2)
is computed using the collision-resistant hash function H2

(or the chameleon hash function CH) — which ensures
that tampering with its input produces a different digest
value (we note that CH also acts as a conventional
collision-resistant hash function if the secret key of the
corresponding service node is not known). Since these
digests are used to compute the validation fields (MACs),
a different digest will produce MACs different from that
stored in validation fields — which can be detected easily.

• In SERVNET, session keys are computed (using Eqn. 1
or Eqn. 2) and shared between the source node S and
respective on-path nodes. As the computation of the
session key ski requires either the secret key of S or
that of Ni, the attacker cannot compute ski for an honest
Ni. Moreover, the chameleon hash function [12] we
have used is free from the key-exposure problem. This
chameleon hash function enables only an on-path service
node to modify packets in an authenticated way, while
protecting the underlying secret key from the attacker.

• Two or more malicious forwarding nodes may collude to
skip an honest on-path node N in SERVNET. However,
as these nodes do not know the secret key (or the session
key) of N , they cannot correctly generate the same UAF
value that would have been generated (and forwarded to
its successor on P) by N . So, all subsequent UAF values
in the chain become incorrect, and the next honest on-
path node can detect this misbehavior when it verifies its
validation field. However, if two malicious neighbors Ni

and Ni+1 collude with each other, path validation [2],
[3], [5]–[7] cannot detect, in general, a detour such as
N1 ∼ Ni − N ′1 − N ′2 − · · · − N ′l − Ni+1 ∼ Nn, where
N ′1 −N ′2 − · · · −N ′l is not a part of P .

• In a SERVNET session, each packet includes a unique
session-identifier and the current timestamp which are
included in the computation of the digests σ2 and σ′2
(they are thus included in each validation field as well).
As each validation field (MAC) can be verified by the
respective on-path node, an attacker cannot mount certain
attacks (e.g., replay attacks where valid but older packets
are injected along the path) without being detected.

• If an attacker wants to impersonate S, then, in order
to derive the same validation fields, the attacker has to
guess/compute correctly either the secret key u1 of S or
all the session keys (shared between S and other honest
on-path nodes) — both of which are hard for the attacker.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We assume that the output spaces S, D and K for the hash
functions H1, H2 and H3 used in SERVNET are {0, 1}128.
The output space for H is Zq . We use SHA-256 for hash-
ing (and truncate or expand the outputs up to the required
number of bits). MAC can be instantiated using CMAC-
AES [18] which uses the AES-128 block cipher. So, each of
the session-identifier ids, the session keys sk2, sk3, . . . , skn,
the short digest σ′2, the UAF value UAF , the validation fields
V [1], V [2], . . . , V [n] is 16-byte long. We use a 1024-bit prime
p for the group G. So, each of the randomness values r and
s is 128-byte long. Moreover, for each on-path node Ni, the
size of the corresponding public key vi (as well as that of the
secret key ui) is 128 bytes. We represent a timestamp (and
each of the node-identifiers N1, N2, . . . , Nn) using a 4-byte
string (and a 16-byte string).

Communication overhead. For the setup-packet Ps or any
payload-packet Pp, the communication overhead per on-path
node in SERVNET is roughly attributed to the embedded
validation field corresponding to that node (which requires 16
bytes of storage in the packet). Along with these validation
fields, Ps contains σ1 = P||I||ids||T and an authentication
field UAF (shown in Fig. 1(a)), whereas each Pp contains
σ′1 = P||ids||T , an authentication field UAF , a short digest
σ′2, and randomness values r and s (shown in Fig. 1(b)). For
n on-path service nodes, the total storage overhead in Ps is
(36 + 32n + 16n) bytes (e.g., for n = 16 and n = 5, it is
628 bytes), and that in each Pp is (308+32n) bytes (e.g., for
n = 16, it is 820 bytes).

Storage overhead. For a SERVNET session, the source node
S stores the path P , the session keys sk2, sk3, . . . , skn and
the session-identifier ids, which requires total 32n bytes (e.g.,
for n = 16, S has to store 512 bytes). On the other hand, each
other on-path node Ni stores the tuple (ids, ski, wi), which
requires 48 bytes of storage, irrespective of the value of n.

Computational overhead. To estimate the compute cost of
the symmetric-key cryptographic operations, we rely on [20]
which uses a 1.83 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor. Each
CMAC-AES evaluation takes 0.28 microseconds (assuming at
most 32-byte inputs of the form (σ2||UAFi) or (σ′2||UAFi)
when computing the validation field V [i]). For each packet, the
source node S computes (2n− 1) MACs (e.g., for n = 16, it
takes 8.68 microseconds), each intermediate node computes 2
MACs (which takes 0.56 microseconds), and the destination
node D computes 1 MAC (which takes 0.28 microseconds).
In the setup phase, each node performs one hash computation
using each of H1 (with a 36-byte input), H2 (with a (16n+
21)-byte input) and H3 (with a 144-byte input) — which takes
around 3.95 microseconds in total for n = 16.



Apart from symmetric-key operations, SERVNET uses
public-key operations (modular exponentiations) during the
setup phase (for computing session keys using Eqn. 1 or
Eqn. 2) and in the payload-forwarding phase (for evaluating
and finding collisions in CH). In the setup phase, the source
node S performs (n− 1) modular exponentiations, and every
other on-path node performs 1 modular exponentiation. In the
payload-forwarding phase, S performs 2 modular exponenti-
ations to compute σ′2 using CH.HashEval, and every other
on-path node performs 2 modular exponentiations to verify
σ′2 (embedded in a packet Pp) using CH.HashEval. The pair
of modular exponentiations computed by an on-path node for
CH.HashEval is of the form vegs mod p. In addition, an
intermediate service node performs 1 modular exponentiation
to compute a collision using CH.CollFind.

A double-exponentiation (of the form vegs mod p) and a
single-exponentiation (of the form vu mod p) take around 0.67
milliseconds and 0.56 milliseconds respectively, for a 1024-bit
prime p [21]. In order to set up session keys in the setup phase,
S takes 8.4 milliseconds (for n = 16) and each other on-
path node takes 0.56 milliseconds. In the payload-forwarding
phase, each on-path node requires 0.67 milliseconds to run
CH.HashEval. An intermediate service node also requires
0.56 milliseconds to run CH.CollFind (i.e., it takes total 1.23
milliseconds to run both CH.HashEval and CH.CollFind in
the payload-forwarding phase).

Modular exponentiations are expensive, and computational
costs must be reduced to make our scheme practical. We
can employ probabilistic validation [3], where on-path nodes
do not validate the digest σ′2 for every packet but choose
some packets probabilistically to validate their σ′2 values.
We observe that the bases of the double-exponentiations
computed by a node are fixed, regardless of payload-packets.
So, we can precompute the powers of these bases (mod-
ulo p) and use these intermediate values to speed up each
double-exponentiation significantly [22]. On-path nodes can
also exploit efficient hardware [23] to speed up modular
exponentiations further. Modular exponentiations performed
by an intermediate service node while running CH.CollFind
require random (thus independent of the actual packets) k′c
values as exponents of the fixed base g (see Section III-B).
These modular exponentiations can be performed offline.

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose SERVNET, a path validation scheme that also
allows on-path service nodes in a service function chain to
perform authenticated packet modification. To the best of our
knowledge, SERVNET is the first path validation scheme that
enables designated on-path nodes to modify packets in an
authenticated manner. SERVNET accomplishes this additional
functionality using a chameleon hash function, which allows
packet modification without changing its hash value.

In a network, a source node and a destination node may have
multiple service function chains, that provide similar services,
between them; and packets may be forwarded flexibly along
any of these chains, based on several factors such as latency,

bandwidth, availability, and so on. It demands further investi-
gation to identify and address the challenges of authenticated
packet modification in the context of multi-path validation.
Future work also includes reducing the computational burden
incurred due to the use of a chameleon hash function.
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